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Abstract

Bumazhnov V.A. The Program of a Fast Calorimeter Simulation and Some its Applica-
tion to Investigate Higgs and Z°-Boson Effective Mass Resolution at LHC Energies: IHEP
Preprint 94-138. - Protvino, 1994. - p. 22, figs. 15, tables 3, refs.: 19.

A fast program simulating a response of electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters with
projection geometry to a hard event produced at LHC energies has been written. This program
takes into account transverse sizes of a shower in a calorimeter and uses the lateral shower profile
parametrization. It is shown that a realistic jet-finding algorithm gives the main contribution to
the effective mass resolution of Z-boson decaying into hadron jets detected with electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeters. Higgs and Z"-boson mass and width dependences on calorimeter
granularity have been obtained. It is shown that lateral shower fluctuations in electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeters weakly affect the effective mass resolution of Higgs and Z°-bosons.

А н н о т а ц и я

Бумажной В.А. Программа быстрого моделирования калориметрии и ее применение к изу-
чению разрешения по эффективной массе Higgs и 2°-бозонов при энергиях LHC: Препринт
ИФВЭ 94-138. - Протвино, 1994. - 22 с , 15 рис., 3 табл., библиогр.: 19.

Написана программа, которая с учетом поперечных размеров ливня быстро моделирует

отклик электромагнитного и адронного калориметров, имеющих проективную геометрию,

на жосткое событие. Показано, что основной вклад в разрешение по эффективной массе

20-бозона, распадающегося по кварковой моде с образованием струй, которые регистри-

руются электромагнитным и адронным калориметрами, дает реальный алгоритм поиска

струй. Получены зависимости массы и ширины Higgs и 2°-бозонов от гранулярности ка-

лориметра. Показано, что поперечные флуктуации ливня в электромагнитном и адронном

калориметрах слабо влияют на разрешение по эффективной массе Higgs и 2°-бозонов.

Federal Science Centre
Institute for High Energy Physics, 1994.



Introduction

A number of simplifying assumptions have been made in many papers (for example, [1],
[2], [3]), where the hard physics processes are simulated with acccount for their detection
with the help of the experimental set-up. In particular, the particle hiting calorimeter is
supposed to deposit its energy completely in that calorimeter cell it hits. It means that
the shower sizes are neglected.

In this connection there arise some questions which are to be answered. We have to
realize how the results of simulation will be modified when the shower sizes are taken
into account. How the consideration of shower sizes will influence the selection of the
backgrounds for the process under study. How the consideration of shower sizes will
affect the resolution on quantity we are interested in. How the influence of a pile-up
of minimum bias and minijet events on selecting the process under consideration and
determining its characteristics will be changed.

Fast program [4] simulating a response of a calorimeter having spherical symmetry and
projection geometry to a hard event with account for shower sizes has been apparently
written to answer these and other questions.

In this paper the program simulating a calorimeter with the regular prism symmetry
as well as the projection geometry is considered. This fast program which accounts for
the transverse sizes of a shower and simulates a response of electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters to a hard event produced in collisions of high energy beams contains about
9000 executed operators and can be divided into three parts.

A number of subroutines simulating the modules of electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters with the projection geometry form the first part of the program.

The set of subroutines to carry out the integration of electromagnetic and hadronic
transverse shower densities of distributions over calorimeter cells belong to the second
part of the program. *

The subroutines of statistic analysis which have been written on the basis of HBOOK
[19] package form the third part of the program. Here a number of distributions of
some kinematic quantities such as the transverse energy Ет, the mass of two-jet systems

the missing transverse energy |Д£«^1 а п ^ etc. are constructed.



1. Description of the Program

The regular prism has been taken as a mathematical model of the calorimeter. A
Cartesian system is placed into the center of the prism so that Z-axis coinciding with the
beam axis is directed parallel to ribs of the prism. The lateral surface of the prism is the
central part of the calorimeter (barrel) which is determined by the range of pseudorapidity
-1.4 < TJ < 1.4, where t] =-lntan £, and 9 is the polar angle counted ofF from the positive
direction of the Z-axis. The range of pseudorapidity for front and back endcaps which are
the prism bases is determined by 1.4 < |^| < 3.

The following control card information is entered into the program by means of a free
format and a specified order.

• 0.5 — the value of егд determining the energy resolution of the hadronic calorimeter.
• 0.03 — the constant part of the energy resolution of the hadronic calorimeter.
e 0.1 — the value of ae determining the energy resolution of the electromagnetic

calorimeter.
• 0.01 — the constant part of the energy resolution of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
• 1. — the ratio of electron response of the calorimeter to hadronic one (compensa-

tion).
• 18.1 — the nuclear interaction length of the calorimeter material in cm.
• 1.4 — the Moliere radius of the calorimeter material in cm.
• 3. — the length in cm. of a square cell side belonging to auxiliary rectangular net

to be used for the integration of hadronic shower density.
• 0.3 — the length in cm. of a square cell side belonging to auxiliary rectangular net

to be used for the integration of the electromagnetic shower density.
• -1 — the value of variable quantity IDI determining the regime of the program

running. It is an integer value.
• 0.001 — the integration accuracy of the shower densities of distributions. In the

present paper the package of integration programs[5] has been used.
• 0.7 — the value determining the jet cone in (ф, 7?)-space.
• 0. — the value in GeV of a threshold for the transverse energy of the calorimeter

cell.
• 1. —the threshold value in GeV which determines the number of seed calorimeter

cells on jet finding.
• 20. — the threshold value in GeV for the transverse energy of a jet.
• 300. — the calorimeter radius in cm.
• 16 — the number of prism sides or calorimeter modules nmod being contained in

azimuth angle 0 < ф < тт. It is an integer value.
• 4 —the number of calorimeter cells псец being contained in one module in ф . It is

an integer value.
• 0.05 — the calorimeter granularity in 77. In the present paper it is changed in the

range of (0.025 -f- 0.4).

The azimuth calorimeter granularity is determined by Аф — ir/(nmod x псец) and it
can be changed by changing either птоц or псец.

A possibility of dividing the calorimeter into three parts, the bounds of which in 77 can
be changed at will, is implemented into geometric part of the program. One can change



the granularity of each of these parts independently. In the present paper this possibility
is not used and calorimeter granularity Аф = Д77 is taken the same in any calorimeter
part. The calorimeter granularity is changed for different variants of calculations in the
range of (0.025 -?- 0.4). In this program version it is supposed that granularity and radii
of hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters are the same.

At the beginning of its work the program integrates the electromagnetic and hadronic
transverse shower densities of distributions over the cells of auxiliary net if they have
not been integrated before. To fulfil this part of work, the positive integer value of
the variable quantity IDI should be set in control cards. The calculated hadronic and
electromagnetic probabilities are entered into the files and are used for the purpose of
subsequent computations. In this case the negative integer value of the variable IDI
ought to be set.

Further program running is fulfiled as follows. The region of the beam interactions
is supposed to be a point coinciding with the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system
where the events occur. The net of calorimeter cells is constructed on the prism surface for
any event particle depositing its energy in the calorimeter and belonging to the range of
pseudorapidity -3 < ?? < 3. The sizes of this net, we mean, the number of calorimeter cells
on pseudorapidity 77 and azimuth angle ф are determined by the program itself. It is taken
into account that about 95% of hadron shower energy is deposited [9],[10] in a cylinder
which radius is equal to one nuclear interaction length of calorimeter material Ao and
about 99% of electromagnetic shower energy is deposited [7],[8],[10] in a cylinder whoso
radius is equal to З.бйд/- Here RM is the Moliere radius of the calorimeter material. The
values of E/EQ—ratio where EQ is the energy deposited by a hadron in the calorimeter and
E is the energy determined with the program by means of integrating hadronic transverse
shower density over lAo radius area are presented in table 1. In the program the hadronic
transverse shower density is integrated over 2Ao radius area. The region of integration is
taken to be 3.5/?л/ for an electromagnetic shower. The energy of that shower part leaking
out of the integration region is shared among those calorimeter cells being adjacent to
the cells forming the bound of integration region proportionally to the energies deposited
in these bound cells. Further the plane which is perpendicular to particle momentum
and passes through the point of intersection of this particle with the prism surface is
constructed. The projective image of cell net constructed for this particle on prism surface
is constructed on this plane. Then the Cartesian coordinate system transformation is
realised. The system origin is placed to the point of intersection of the particle with
prism surface. The Z-axis is directed along the particle momentum. The directions of
X and Y axes depend on the configuration of the projective image net which in its turn
depends on and is determined by particle momentum. The directions of X and Y axes arc
chosen by the program so that the maximum convenience was achieved during integration
of shower density distribution on PRojective cell net IMage which hereafter we shall call
PRIM.

The experimental data which have been obtained with the scintillation uranium
calorimeter ZEUS [6] exposed by positive hadron beams at 10, 20, 30, 50, 75 and 100
GeV are used to determine the hadron transverse shower density of distribution. In [6]
the hadronic transverse shower profile is parametrized by



Table 1. The values of -E/JEVratio, where Eo is the energy deposited by a hadron in the
calorimeter and E is the energy determined with the program by means of integrating
hadronic transverse shower density over 1AO radius area.

E
o
 (GeV)

E/E
o

10

.9451

20 '

.9484

30

.9502

40

.9520

50

.9537

60

.9551

75

.9564

100

.9582

300

.9593

700

.9604

where а,(Е) are the coefficients depending logarithmically on the energy of the par-
ticle initiating the shower. Then the hadron transverse shower density of distribution is
expressed according to [11],[16] through the hadronic transverse shower profile coefficients
oti(E) with the help of Bessel functions of an imaginary argument.

The electromagnetic transverse shower density [11] is taken as

exp I — л х7

where г = y/x2 + y2, a = | . The value of Xx is computed from the data of [14].
The integration of hadronic and electromagnetic shower densities of distributions over

the PRIM cells constructed for each particle hiting the calorimeter leads to a high com-
puter time consumption.

To reduce the computer time consumption, the point that the hadronic shower param-
eters depend logarithmically [6],[12] on the energy of the particle initiating this shower
is used. In this connection the entire energy range (0, oo) is divided into ten intervals
(0,15), (15,25), (25,35), (35,45), (45,55), (55,65), (65,85), (85,115), (115,485), (485, oo)
for hadrons. Since the electromagnetic shower parameters are not closely dependent
[14],[13],[15] on the energy of the particle initiating this shower, there are no divisions
for electrons. It is supposed that any hadron whose energy E belongs to some of these
intervals E £ (E{, Д+i) n a s the parameters of the initiated shower determined as follows:

aj(E) = ч(Е
where E{ < E < Ei+l; E?ed = E{ + (Ei+1 - JS,-)/2 is the centre of interval (Д-, E{+1);j =

1,2,3,4; г = 2, ..9; and E™ed = 10 GeV , E™ed = 700 GeV.
Let us take a plane on which we shall measure the distance in cm. On this plane

we choose the Cartesian coordinate system and construct the auxiliary rectangular net,
each cell of which is a square with the sides orientated along the Cartesian system axes.
The length of the square side is the input value. Let us place the origin of the Cartesian
system to the centre of any auxiliary net cell and consider the region D — {—40cm. <
x < 40cm.; —40cm. < у < 40cm.} on the plane. Then let us carry out the integration
of hadron shower density of distribution over net cells belonging to the region D for each



interval (Д-, Е,+г), for which aj(E}ncd) are the hadron shower parameters. Let us write
computed values of probabilities into arrays DPRHi{Ix.Iy) where i=l,2,...10. They will
be used for the following computations.

The computed probabilities are written into array DPREl(Ix,Iy) for electromagnetic
transverse shower.

The program imposes the auxiliary rectangular net to PRIM for each particle luting
the calorimeter so that the Cartesian coordinate systems of PRIM and rectangular net
coincide. After that the program ascertains the belonging of each auxiliary rectangular net
cell to the corresponding PRIM cell. If some rectangular net cell crosses simultaneously
several PRIM cells, then its belonging to some sort of these PRIM cells including partly
the rectangular net cell is ascertained by means of uniform distribution. Since the one-
to-one correspondence exists between the auxiliary rectangular net cells and the elements
of the arrays DPRHi(Ix,Iy) where i=l,2,...10, then the integration of hadron shower
density of distribution over the PRIM cells is replaced by adding up the probabilities
already computed and written into arrays DPRHi(Ix,Iy). It diminishes the computer
time consumption essentially. The time which the program spends to process one event
of inclusive production of Higgs boson at LUC energies is presented in Tables 2 and 3 as
a function of the calorimeter granularity for two values of area integration radius. From
these Tables it follows that there is the strong dependence of time computing on the area
integration radius and calorimeter granularity.

Table 2. The time which the program takes at the VAXstation-3100 to process one event of
inclusive Higgs boson production at LIIC energies in the case when 1AO radius area
by which the hadronic lateral shower density is integrated is used

Granularity
Дф = Ar/

Computing time
sec.

0.025

21.S

0.05

9.3

0.1

5.7

0.2

4.2

0.4

3.7

Table 3. The time which the program takes at the VAXstation-3100 to process one event of
Higgs boson inclusive production at LHC energies in the case when 2A0 radius area
by which the hadronic lateral shower density is integrated is used

Granularity
Дф = Дт]

Computing time
sec.

0.025

52.6

0.05

18.7

0.1

10.3

0.2

6.8

0.4

5.4

The energies deposited into calorimeter cells are entered into the array
where 1ф and In are the integer coordinates of the calorimeter cells on azimuth and
pseudorapidity, respectively.



2. The Distributions of some Kinematical Quantities which
Have been Obtained as the Result of Program Running

The process of inclusive production of Higgs boson

PP-+H + X,

H -> Z°Z° -> qqqq

at the energy y/s = 14.8 TeV has been chosen to display the results of the program
running.

1000 events have been simulated with program ISAJET [17] (version 6.34). The Z-
bosons decay to quarks and the following kinematical requirements are fulfiled:

1. The pseudorapidity of Higgs boson |?7#| < 1.
2. The transverse momentum of Z-boson P j > 50 GeV.
3. The pseudorapidity of Z-boson \TJZ\ < 1.2.

In the program ISAJET Higgs boson width for this decay mode and Мн,ддз = 400 GeV
is TH-*Z°Z° — 30 GeV. The ISAJET-distribution on pseudorapidity 77 of the axes of quark
jets which are produced as a result of Z-boson hadronic decay modes is shown in fig.l. It
follows from this picture that all particles belonging to quark jets which Z-boson decays
to and which are inside the cone of R = 0.7 with respect to the axis of quark jet hit the
calorimeter. Here R = у(ф — фо)2 + (t] — щ)2 is the distance in (77, ̂ )-plane between the
point (T?O,0O) which determines the angular coordinates of jet axis and a point (т),ф).

The geometrical sizes and hence the area of a calorimeter cell having a granularity
(Д< ,̂ Д77) are the function of 77. Consequently the number of calorimeter cells over which
the integration of shower density distribution is carried out is also the function of 77.
The dependence of the number of calorimeter PRIM cells on ф as a function of 77 is
represented in fig.2. One can see from this picture that the number of PRIM cells increases
considerably with 77 increase in the range of 1771 > 1.8.

The following approach has been used. It is supposed that the energy E which is
deposited by a particle in the calorimeter is simulated with normal distribution having
the mathematical expectation Eo and dispersion CE = <ту/Е~р + С x Eo, where EQ is the
true energy of a particle determined by ISAJET; a is the parameter of the calorimeter
energy resolution defined by ^ = -7= + С and С is the constant part of energy resolution.
The affect of electronic noise onto the calorimeter energy resolution is not taken into
account in the present paper. There are not any cutoffs applyed to the energy as well as
the transverse energy of calorimeter cells. Let us remind that и does not make any energy
contribution to a calorimeter a.nd we neglect [i energy contribution.

The systematic errors arising as a consequence of the suppositions made are not es-
timated in present paper. In this connection the errors which are shown in all figures in
present paper are statistical.
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Fig. 1. ^-distribution of the axes of jets produced in Z-boson hadronic decay modes. The jet
parameters are determined by ISAJET model.

Fig. 2. The number of calorimeter assembly cells in azimuth angle ф as a function of pseudo-
rapidity r\ of a particle for which this assembly is constructed.

Let us define the unit vector

*U = {
where

гх,гу,гг are the unit vectors directed along the corresponding axes of the Cartesian

coordinate system

x

The vector e,-̂ -, is directed from the interaction vertex to the centre of the calorimeter cell
having integer coordinates [j^U)- Here вШщ is the angle between the positive direction



of Z-axis and the vector e j ^ , and ф^п is the azimuth angle of the vector e j ^ , we mean,
the angle between the positive direction of the X-axis and the projection of vector
to plane (X, Y) counted off counterclockwise.

Let us also define the unit vector

where

e? = [eA гх+[ёЛ Ту,

FT - - V FT
•'-'miss Z-j JVJIJ»

where

( ti I = sin Oi cos фг,
)x

(&i I = sin Oi sin фi,

j £ J = cos Oi.

Here 0,- is the angle between the positive direction of Z-axis and the particle momentum
vector and фх is the azimuth angle of particle i.

The distributions of E^iaa\ and E^isa\ -\E^i3A are shown infig.3. Here

mtss

Ej j = Е^п x ejTj is the transverse energy vector of the calorimeter cell having integer

coordinates I Зф,з'п I i n which the energy Е^п is deposited with account for the transverse

shower sizes. The sum is taken over all calorimeter cells.

( Вт I — V^ BT

/ mod i

where Щ is the particle transverse energy vector defined as Щ = Ef x e?, where Ef is
the energy of a particle i from ISAJET. The addition is carried out over all event particles
hiting calorimeter excluding v and /г. This convention of the summation when we neglect
the energy contributions of v and \i remains valid hereafter.

The distributions of Er and (E"L d - ET), where

are shown in fig.4. The sum is taken over all calorimeter cells.
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Two methods have been applied to reconstruct the event jets. The first one which we
shall call hereafter the ideal jet finding algorithm uses the ISAJET information.about the
belonging of any particle to some jet. In this case the energy (jEjet)mocj and the momentum

(Piet) of a jet are defined as
V J /mod

where Ef = E° x e;, and Ef is the ISAJET energy of a particle i hiting the calorimeter
and belonging to the jet.

The only calorimetric information such as the values of energy deposited in calorimeter
cells is used in the second method. The jet finding program which is based on cone jet
finding algorithm [18] which we shall call hereafter as a realistic one has been written to
rec--<:?:-Arvct the calorimeter jets in this case.

The distribution of the number of jets which have been found with realistic jet finding
algorithm in the calorimeter in which the particles produced in the events of inclusive
Higgs production deposit their energies with account for the shower sizes is shown in
fig.5. The existence of four and more jets is expected in such events for hadronic modes
of Z-boson decays. It follows from fig.5 that the average number of jets < Njet > found
in one event is equal to 5.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the number of jets
found with realistic jet-finding algo-
rithm in the calorimeter in which the
particles produced in events of inclu-
sive Higgs boson production deposit
their energies with taking into account
the lateral shower sizes. The calorime-
ter granularity is equal to Аф —
0.05.
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The reconstructed jets for which the jet transverse energy defined by

Ejet = Ejei x sin 0jet

meets the following condition of Ejet > 20 GeV are kept for the following analysis in both-
methods. Here 0jet is the angle between jet axis and Z one.

The jets which are produced in fragmentation of quarks which Z-boson. decays to ha.ve
been used to construct the Z-boson effective mass distributions. Since the information
from which partons the jets are produced is missing in the latter method, then the jets
produced as a result of Z-boson hadronic decay modes and found with the realistic jet-
finding algorithm are determined by means of their association to corresponding ISAJET
quark jets with the maximum likelihood method. The average values of the unbalances
(Аф = <$>^t — ф°-е1 and Д77 = rjjet — rj°et) for the axes of jets which are selected in this
way are equal to < Аф > = 0.002 (r.m.s.=0.05, where r.m.s. designates the root-mean-
square deviation of the unbalance Аф) and < Ar> > = —0.0009 (r.m.s.=0.05). Here ф^
and rfjrt are the angular quantities of the jet which, is found with the realistic algorithm
and is associated to the corresponding ISAJET jet which has the angular quantities $?e(,
?/°et. The combinatorical background is lacking for 4iis approach. The distributions of

Ф%1 and rjjet ~ Vjet a r e shown in fig.6-
Let us define the effective mass of Z-bos-on as

Mz = Mjetujet2 = \J(Ejeti+Ejet2y-{Pjet] + Pjel2y,

where Ejetia and Pjeth2 are the energy and momentum of hadronic jets produced as a
result of quark decay modes of Z-boson and found in the calorimeter with the realistic jet
finding algorithm. These jets are associated to the corresponding ISAJET jets which are
characterized by the values of (Ejcfj,) and (Д с < )

V * * mod v ' / mod

The distributions of Mz and Mz — {Mz)mod are shown in fig.7. Here

The distributions of effective mass of two Z-bosons Mzz a n d Mzz ~ (Mzz)mod
 a r e

shown in fig.S. Here

MH = Mzz = y/(EZl

where Ezx 2 and Pzt 2 are the energy and momentum of Z-bosons which are reconstructed
with the realistic jet finding algorithm. The {Mzz)m0(i has the similar form, where
[Ez,->) and \Pz,->) are the energy and momentum of Z-bosons which are recon-
V '' / mod \ '' /mod

structed with the ideal jet finding algorithm.
The distributions of Efel and Ejct — [EjeA are shown in fig.9. Here ( E L ) =

-* J \ J / mod \ J / rnod

{Ejet)mod x sm(0jet)mod and (Ojet)moci is the angle between the axis of jet found with ideal
jet finding algorithm and the Z-axis.

11
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same jet in the ISAJET model.
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Let us define the jet effective mass as

Mjet = \fE]et-P?et.

The distributions of Mjet and Mjet — {Mjct)moi, where

(Mjet)mod = \j{Ejetfmod - (Pjet)
2

mod

are shown in fig.10.
The program does not make any noticeable systematic distortions into distributions of

kinematic quantities which characterize the physics process under study. It follows from
the distributions of unbalances, we mean, the difference between a quantity obtained as
the result of program running and the same quantity found from ISAJET. Some small
systematic shift of average values of distributions of unbalances represented in fig.7,8,9,10
can be explained by using somewhat overstated value of R = 0.7 which is used in jet
finding algorithm.

Let us remind that we do not apply any cutoffs to the energy as well as the transverse
energy of the calorimeter cells and we do not take into account the pileup of minimum
bias and minijet events. So in this case one should take smaller value of R for the process
under consideration at LHC energy.

All these distributions of unbalances can be used to choose the value of R by means
of maximum likelihood method, for example.
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3. The Influence of the Calorimeter Granularity on Z-Boson
Effective Mass Resolution

The solid curve which is represented in fig.7 is the result of the fit by means of the
Least Square method (LSM) of Z-boson effective mass distribution to the nonrelativistic
Breigt-Wigner function having three parameters M%, ̂ L and YR

where Г = TL, if M < Mz and Г = Гд, if M > Mz.
The fit of these distributions to the relativistic Breigt-Wigner function

BW(M) = MMzT

+ MZ

2T2

where Г = Г^, if M < Mz and Г = Гд, if M > Mz leads to somewhat worse values
of x2- The fit of Z-boson effective mass distributions to nonrelativistic and relativistic
Breigt-Wigner functions having two parameters Mz and Tz has also been carried out.
The x 2 values are somewhat worse in this case as well. Nevertheless it should be noted
that the conclusions which will be drawn below hold in the case of the effective mass
distributions fit with all alternatives mentioned above.

Let us first consider the case when the shower sizes in the calorimeter are neglected,
we mean, that the total energy Ei is deposited in that calorimeter cell which the particle
i hits.

In the case of ideal jet finding algorithm let us define the energy and momentum of a
jet with account for the calorimeter cell sizes by the following expressions

where Ex- j = Ei x бГ-' • , and Ei is the energy deposited by the particle i in the calorimeter
with account for its energy resolution.

It should be noted that in this case the adding up is only carried out over those particles
which belong to the jet and that is why the background particles, we mean, the particles
which have not any relation to this jet will not give any contribution into Pjet and Ejet

and hence will not lead to any distortions of Z-boson effective mass. The distortions of
the jet momentum and its energy will be determined by e/h-ratio, the calorimeter energy
resolution and the approach in which // and fi. energy contributions in the calorimeter are
not taken into account. The calorimeter granularity influences the inaccuracies of Pjet

determination only since the momentum direction of the particle hitting a calorimeter
cell does not coincide in the general case with the direction of the vector Щф^, which
determines the contribution of this particle into jet momentum. Besides the mass of the
particles forming the jet is not taken into account when the jet momentum is determined.
It also leads to distortions of Pjet-
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Fig. 11. Z-boson mass as a function of cell angular sizes when the electromagnetic calorimeter
energy resolution is F̂- = ^=®0.01, the hadronic calorimeter energy resolution is
S£. — ̂ .фО.ОЗ and the compensation e/h is equal to 1. The squares correspond to
the data obtained with the ideal jet finding algorithm. The open circles correspond
to the realistic jet finding algorithm, the method of associated jets and the case when
the shower sizes are not taken into account. The full circles correspond to the realistic
jet finding algorithm, the method of associated jets and the case when the shower
sizes in the calorimeter are taken into account. The open triangles correspond to the
realistic jet finding algorithm, the case when the shower sizes in the calorimeter are
not taken into account and the inclusive approach when constructing two jet effective
mass distributions is used. The full triangles correspond to the realistic jet finding
algorithm, the case when the shower sizes in the calorimeter are taken into account
and the inclusive approach when constructing two jet effective mass distributions is
used.

Fig. 12. Z-boson width as a function of cell angular sizes when the electromagnetic calorimeter
energy resolution is ^ = ^=ф0.01, the hadronic calorimeter energy resolution is
^ = 7§ф0-03 and the compensation e/h is equal to 1. The squares correspond to
the data obtained with the ideal jet finding algorithm. The open circles correspond
to the realistic jet finding algorithm, the method of associated jets and the case when
the shower sizes are not taken into account. The full circles correspond to the realistic
jet finding algorithm, the method of associated jets and the case when the shower
sizes in the calorimeter are taken into account. The open triangles correspond to the
realistic jet finding algorithm, the case when the shower sizes in the calorimeter are
not taken into account and the inclusive approach when constructing two jet effective
mass distributions is used. The full triangles correspond to the realistic jet finding
algorithm, the case when the shower sizes in the calorimeter are taken into account
and the inclusive approach when constructing two jet effective mass distributions is
used.
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Tiie dependences of the Z-boson mass Mz and width Tz on the calorimeter granularity
are shown by squares in fig.ll and 12 for the ideal jet finding algorithm. It follows from
these pictures that the calorimeter granularity affects weakly the Z-boson mass. The
Z-boson width changes insignificantly when the angular sizes of the calorimeter cells are
increased in the range of 0.025 < Аф = A?/ < 0.1. An essential increase of the Z-boson
width in the range of Аф ~ Ату > 0.1 connected with those inaccuracies which arise when
determining Pjet for large granularity values may be observed.

The same conclusions have been drawn in [3] where the effective mass resolution of
2-jet systems produced as a result of W-boson hadronic decay modes in the process of
inclusive production of W-boson pairs at the energy т/s = 2.2 TeV has been studied.

The fit by means of LSM of effective mass distributions of two reconstructed Z-bosons
to nonrelativistic Breigt-Wigner function has been also carried out. The results of such
fitting are represented in fig. 8 by the solid line as an illustration. The dependences of
Higgs mass Ми and width Г я on calorimeter granularity are shown by squares in fig. 13
and 14 in the case of ideal jet finding algorithm. It follows from these pictures that as
in the case of Z-boson the Higgs mass weakly depends on calorimeter granularity. The
Higgs boson width does not practically depend on calorimeter granularity in the range of
0.025 < Аф = AT? < 0.4.

It should be noted that in all figs, of this paper a small scatter of the abscissas of the
coinciding points relative to their true values has been done.

4. The Influence of the Realistic Jet Finding Algorithm on the
Higgs and Z-Boson Effective Mass Resolution

Let us consider the influence of the realistic jet finding algorithm on the Higgs and Z-
boson effective mass resolution. In this case the following reasons causing the distortions
of the jet energy and momentum are added to those mentioned above. The background
particles, i.e. the particles which have not any relation to this jet but get into the jet cone
will distort the jet energy and momentum. The loss of jet particles which are outside the
jet cone determined by a value of R will also distort the jet energy and momentum.

The distribution of the number of jets which have been found with the realistic jet
finding algorithm in the calorimeter for the Higgs boson inclusive production events in
that case when the shower sizes are neglected is similar to that in fig.5 and has the
mathematical expectation < Njet > = 5.7 and r.m.s.=1.5 for the calorimeter granularity .
Аф = Ат] = 0.05.

For this case the Mz and Yz dependences on the calorimeter granularity are shown
in fig.ll and 12 by open circles. The employment of the cone jet finding algorithm [IS]
with R=0.7 leads to the significant increase of Tz for all granularity values. It follows
from fig.12 when we compare the Tz dependence on the calorimeter granularity for ideal
(squares) and realistic (open circles) jet finding algorithms. It follows from the same
picture that Tz in the case of employment of realistic jet finding algorithm (open circles)
weakly depends on the granularity in the range of 0.025 < Аф - AT/ < 0.1. Let us remind
that in this program version the granularity and radii of hadronic and electromagnetic
calorimeters are the same. So we can see that even such coarse granularity value of
electromagnetic calorimeter as Аф = AT/ = 0.1 does not affect the Z-boson width. Since
Tz weakly depends on the calorimeter granularity in the range of 0.025 < Аф = AT/ < 0.1,
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we can conclude that in that case when the granularity of electromagnetic calorimeter is
fixed, for example, to the value of Аф = Дг> = 0.025, the dependence of Z-boson width
on the granularity of hadronic calorimeter will be the same as in fig. 11 in the range
of 0.025 < Аф = AT] < 0.1. As in the case of ideal jet finding algorithm the similar
essential increase of Tz in the range of Аф = Д77 > 0.1 may be observed. This increase
is due to the same reasons as in the case of ideal jet finding algorithm. The inaccuracies
arising when determining Pjet tor large granulai'ty values lead to this increase. The
appearance of the weak dependence of Mz on the calorimeter granularity in the. case of
employment of the realistic jet finding algorithm is shown in fig. 11 by open circles. In
the case of the realistic jet finding algorithm employment (open circles) a 5% increase of
Z°-boson mass as compared with the case of ideal jet finding algorithm (squares) is due
to the value of R = 0.7 determining the jet cone is somewhat overstated. It is possible [3]
to choose such a value of R when the gap between Z°-boson mass values existing in the
case of employment of realistic (open circles) and ideal (squares) algorithms disappears.

The similar Higgs boson distributions are shown in fig. 13 and 14. It follows from the
fig. 13 that in the case of employment of realistic jet finding algorithm the Higgs mass
weakly depends on calorimeter granularity. The weak dependence of Higgs boson width
on the calorimeter granularity is represented in fig. 14 by open circles. In the case of
employment of realistic as well as ideal jet finding algorithm it follows from fig.12 and 14
that for Гц in the range of Аф = Д77 > 0.1 there is no such essential increase that has
been observed for Tz-

Let us now consider the influence of the shower sizes on the Higgs and Z-boson effective
mass resolution in the case of the realistic jet finding algorithm. The Higgs and Z-boson
mass and width dependences on the calorimeter granularity in the case when the shower
sizes are taken into account are shown by full circles in figs. 11,12,13 and 14. It follows from
these figures that the case of taking into account the shower sizes differs insignificantly
from the one when the shower sizes are neglected. It allows one to draw conclusion that
lateral shower fluctuations weakly affect the Higgs and Z-boson mass resolution. Indeed,
the data represented in figs.11,12,13 and 14 by the open circles correspond to the case
when a particle hiting a calorimeter cell deposits its total energy in this cell. It can be
considered as a very strong lateral fluctuation of the shower, transverse sizes of which do
not extend out of the cell boundaries.

The calculations show that Higgs and Z-boson mass and width depend weakly on
radius of electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters for any fixed granularity value.

It follows from figs.12 and 14 that the realistic jet finding algorithm affects the Higgs
width considerably weaker than Tz- Indeed, in the case of realistic jet finding algorithm
Tz increases as much as twice for all granularity values as compared with the case when
the ideal jet finding algorithm is used. The same for Тн is only equal to ~ 1.2.

One can draw the conclusion from these calculations that the realistic jet finding
algorithm makes the main contribution to the Z-boson mass resolution.

The same conclusion has been drawn in [3] where the effective mass resolution of 2-jet
systems produced as a result of W-boson hadronic decay modes in the process of inclusive
production of W-boson pairs at the energy y/s = 2.2 TeV has been studied.
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Fig. 13. Higgs-boson mass as a function of cell angular sizes when the electromagnetic calorime-
ter energy resolution is ^ = ^ ф 0.01, the hadronic calorimeter energy resolution is
*£• = ^~0O.O3 and the compensation e/h is equal to 1. The squares correspond to
the data obtained with the ideal jet finding algorithm. The open circles correspond to
the realistic jet finding algorithm, the method of associated jets and the case when the
shower sizes are not taken into account. The full circles correspond to the realistic jet
finding algorithm, the method of associated jets and the case when the shower sizes
in the calorimeter are taken into account.

Fig. 14. Higgs-boson width as a function of cell angular sizes when the electromagnetic
calorimeter energy resolution is zg- = ^У?ф0.01, the hadronic calorimeter energy
resolution is ^ = ^ЦфО.ОЗ and the compensation e/h is equal to 1. The squares
correspond to the data obtained with the ideal jet finding algorithm. The open circles
correspond to the realistic jet finding algorithm, the method of associated jets and
the case when the shower sizes are not taken into account. The full circles correspond
to the realistic jet finding algorithm, the method of associated jets and the case when
the shower sizes in the calorimeter are taken into account.

5. The Influence of the Combinatorial Background on the
Z-Boson Effective Mass Resolution

We have constructed the Z-boson effective mass distributions using only the jets which
Z-boson decays to. There is no combinatorial background in that approach. The inclusive
distribution of the effective mass of any two jets which are found with the realistic jet
finding algorithm with account for the shower sizes and meet the following requirement
Efet ^ 20 GeV is shown in fig.15. The fit of such distributions to the function /3i x
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BG(M) I f t x BW(M) by means of LSM makes it possible to obtain the Mz and Tz
values if the essential combinatorial background is available. The background has been
taken as

BG{M) = O l x (M - Mth)°" x exp(-a3M).

The account of the interference between Breigt-Wigner function and phase space and also
addition of the quadratic mass term into the exponent does not improve the x/2-values.
These data are shown in figs.11 and 12 where the open triangles correspond to the case
when the shower sizes are neglected in the calorimeter and the full triangles correspond
to the case when the shower sizes are taken into accout. From these figures one can draw
the conclusion that the same regularities which have taken place in the case of associated
jets may be observed.

It should also be noted that the fit parameters are free in both cases.

100 200 300 400

Fig. 15. Inclusive distribution of the effective mass of any two jets found with the program
in events of inclusive Higgs boson production and meeting the following requirement
of Ejzt > 20 GeV. The results of fitting this distribution to the function defined in
section 5 by means of Least Square Method are represented with the solid curve.

Conclusions

The fast program to simulate a response of electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
having the projection geometry to hard event occuring at colliding high energy particles
has been written. This program takes into account the transverse sizes of shower in a
calorimeter and uses the lateral shower profile parametrization. As a result of applying this
program to the inclusive Higgs boson production process at LHC energies, the following
conclusions have been arrived at:
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• The realistic jet-finding algorithm gives the main contribution to the effective mass
resolution of Z-boson decaying to hadron jets detected with electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters because the realistic algorithm cannot distinguish background
particles from the jet ones. This conclusion is valid both with and without taking
into account the shower sizes in a calorimeter.

• In the case of applying the ideal jet-finding algorithm without taking into account
the shower sizes the Z and Higgs boson masses weakly depend on the calorimeter
granularity. The Z boson width weakly depends on the calorimeter granularity in the
range of 0.025 < Аф = Ац < 0.1. The Z boson width increases significantly with the
increase of the cell angle sizes in the range of Аф = Aq > O.l.The Higgs width weakly
depends on the calorimeter granularity in the range of 0.025 < Аф = Д77 < 0.4.

• In the case of applying the realistic jet-finding algorithm the Z and Higgs boson
masses weakly depend on the calorimeter granularity both with and without taking
into account the shower sizes. The Z boson width weakly depends on the calorimeter
granularity values in the range of 0.025 < Аф = ATJ < 0.1. The Z boson width
increases significantly with the increase of the cell angle sizes in the range of Аф =
Д77 > 0.1. The Higgs boson width weakly depends on calorimeter granularity values
in the range of 0.025 < Аф = Arj < 0.4.

e Lateral shower fluctuations weakly affect the Higgs and Z-boson effective mass res-
olution.

• The realistic jet finding algorithm affects the Higgs boson width far weaker

than I V
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